STOREFRONT SALES - UNITS

General
We have created the following guidelines using information published by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and US Food & Drug Administration (FDA). We have established these protocols for any unit selling product at or near a retail establishment:

- Product will be distributed by unit for any specific storefront sale shift. Inventory is not taken from family inventory checked out from unit kernel.
- Unit kernel confirms safety guidelines are communicated to unit volunteers.
- Designate a specific pickup area where your product is stored.

Process/Set-up

- One adult checks in with vendor.
- Use ONE sample of each product for display. These same specific containers should be used for all shifts.
- Use a second table in front of the display to provide separation of customers from displayed items.
- 6’ social distancing. Establish lines or marking for patrons to enable them to stand at least 6’ apart.
- Accommodate seniors and those with disabilities.
- Provide hand sanitizer for volunteers and customers.
- Stay a minimum of 6’ from entry.
- If scouts are allowed into the vestibule, they must maintain 6’ social distancing.
- Consider having only consumer touching product.
- Sell from cases only. Let the consumer pull their product from case.
- If unit pulls, ensure hand sanitizer is used.
- Facemasks must be used.
- One adult handles all cash/check exchanged. Adult should sanitize hands prior to and after handling each transaction.
- Frequently sanitize table/chairs at each shift change and as necessary throughout the shift.
- Provide hand sanitizer and face masks.
- Practice good respiratory etiquette – cover your cough.

Health

- Temperature checks will be taken by Scout’s family, and reported to Unit, prior to the shift.